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Abstract. Fine-grained access control, especially in shared data environments such as the cloud,
is a common scenario. Suppose a data owner encrypts and stores a collection of N documents in
the cloud, and wishes to grant access to a subset S of these to a data user. The data user must
therefore be able to perform search operations only on the subset S of documents, and nothing else.
For example, the user may want to store the documents in separate folders pertaining to work, family,
personal etc., and selectively grant search access to one or more folders among different users. This
is a commonly encountered in document sharing environments such as Dropbox and Google Drive.
Most existing searchable encryption schemes today assume that a user has search permissions over the
entire document collection, and are hence not designed explicitly to address such a controlled-search
scenario. The only previous work in this direction by Cui et al. possesses inherent security weaknesses
that can be exploited to trivially break the privacy of their system.
In this paper, we provide a novel, efficient and secure solution to this problem by introducing a
new public-key searchable encryption primitive referred to as the key-aggregate searchable encryp-
tion (KASE). KASE is secure under well-defined cryptographic assumptions, and requires optimal
network communication between the server and the data owners/data users. KASE is the first public
key searchable encryption scheme to achieve performance and security at par with the most efficient
symmetric key searchable encryption constructions. Additionally, while all existing schemes produce
trapdoors that grow linearly with the size of the document collection, KASE produces constant-size
trapdoors that are independent of the document collection size. KASE is also efficient and scalable
with respect to data updates, making it ideal for use in dynamic cloud-based search applications.
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1 Introduction

The advent of cloud computing today brings with it a host of desirable solutions to the long-standing
demand for a platform that allows efficient ubiquitous sharing and agile independent access to large volumes
of data owned by corporations, governments and individuals alike. Despite the many advantages that the
cloud offers, there exist a plethora of security concerns surrounding possible leakages of sensitive data
such as customer transactions, search histories, credit card numbers, corporation and government policies,
and personally identifiable information. Consequently, most clients prefer to encrypt their own data before
uploading it to cloud-based data centers. While encryption helps mitigate concerns regarding data privacy,
it often makes data searching and data mining operations difficult. A trivial solution is to send all the
encrypted data back to the data owner, who can then perform the desired operations by decrypting the
data, and return the results to the client. In most cases, however, this is time consuming and cost-ineffective,
especially if the data owner only has access to devices with limited bandwidth and storage capabilities. It also
under-utilizes the computational ability of the cloud, which is usually much greater than that of individual
devices. A more pragmatic solution is to build a system that allows analytics on the encrypted data itself,
without the need for decryption, and without compromising the security of the system. In other words,
we need cryptosystems that allow searchable encryption, or more simply, keyword search over encrypted
document collections and databases.

Searchable Encryption. Traditionally, searchable encryption of document collections is provisioned by
means of a secure searchable index [1, 2] - a data structure created by the data owner and stored on a remote



server (such as a cloud service provider) who is not trusted. Given a keyword, the server should be able to
efficiently search the index and return the list of matching document identifiers. Unfortunately, revealing
the actual keyword to the server leaks sensitive information about the underlying document collection. This
is tackled by embedding the information of the keyword within a trapdoor and providing the same to the
server. The trapdoor allows the server to search without gaining any knowledge of the underlying keyword,
and thus prevents the aforementioned information leakage. Trapdoor generation usually requires access to
a master secret key, and only users with access to valid trapdoors are able to instruct the server to perform
keyword searches. Without valid trapdoors, an external agent should not gain any information about the
underlying document collection. This notion of security is usually termed as data-privacy of the searchable
encryption system. There exists yet another notion of security, known as trapdoor privacy that requires that
any trapdoor generated by the system should not reveal any information about the underlying keyword to
the server. A secure searchable encryption scheme must guarantee both the above notions of security.

1.1 Related Work

The study of searchable encryption in cryptographic literature can be broadly categorized into two categories
- searching on symmetric key encrypted data and searching on public key encrypted data. Both models assume
the existence of an untrusted server that stores the encrypted data, and a bunch of data users that wish
to access, search or modify the data without revealing any information to the server. There, however, exist
subtle differences between the two, as described next.

Symmetric Key Searchable Encryption. Symmetric key searchable encryption assumes that the data
owner uses a secret key of her choice to encrypt the data and build the searchable index for the same, which
is then put on the server. The data owner may organize her data efficiently using data structures of her
choice. Only users with whom the owner has shared the secret key can generate trapdoors for searching
the encrypted data. Such schemes are usually deterministic in nature, with intensive data pre-processing
operations and highly efficient search algorithms [3, 1, 4, 2]. Also, the symmetric setting assumes that the
adversary does not have access to an encryption oracle, making it inherently simple to achieve strong data
and trapdoor privacy guarantees [2, 5].

Public Key Searchable Encryption. Public key searchable encryption, on the other hand, assumes
the presence of a central agent or a trusted third party that is responsible for setting up the system and
publishing a public key. The central agent is the only one to hold the master secret key. Any data owner
can use the public key to encrypt her data and build the corresponding searchable index to be put on the
server. Any user willing to search for a keyword must submit the same to the central agent and receive
the corresponding trapdoor, which is then given to the server for performing the search operation. The
original work on public-key searchable encryption by Boneh et al. [6] assumes that the user’s access pattern
(which documents contain a keyword) is revealed to the adversary. A stronger security notion that hides
even the access pattern was introduced in [7]. However, their construction suffers from a search overhead
that is proportional to the square-root of the data size, and is hence too slow for practical purposes. A
more efficient version of public-key searchable encryption was introduced by Bellare et al. in [8]. Although
their construction achieves optimal search times, it is an inherently deterministic scheme achieving weaker
security guarantees than desirable, especially in shared environments such as the cloud. While the public
key setting allows for data privacy guarantees, the fact that the adversary has access to an encryption oracle
makes trapdoor privacy hard to model [9].

1.2 The Need for Controlled Access in Data-Sharing Environments

Fina-grained access control, especially in shared data environments such as the cloud, is a common scenario.
Suppose a data owner encrypts and stores a collection of N documents in the cloud, and wishes to grant
access to a subset S of these to a data user. The data user must therefore be able to perform search operations
only on the subset S of documents, and nothing else. This is a commonly encountered in document sharing
environments such as Dropbox and Google Drive, where a large number of data users with different access



Table 1: A Per-Query Performance Comparison of KASE with Symmetric Searchable Encryption Schemes. N denotes the number of
documents in the collection, ∆ is the total number of keywords in the document collection and ∆avg is the average number of keywords
per document. We omit the security parameter for simplicity.

Properties [3, 1, 4, 2] [2] [5] KASE (Unoptimized) KASE (Optimized)

Server Computation O(N) O(N) O(N) O(N) O(N)

Server Storage O(N ·∆) O(N ·∆) O(N ·∆avg) O(N ·∆) O(N ·∆avg)

Number of Rounds 1 1 1 1 1

Communication O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1)

Controlled-Access No No No Yes Yes

Trapdoor Overhead O(N) O(N) O(N) O(1) O(1)

Adaptive Data Privacy No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adaptive Trapdoor Privacy No Yes Yes Yes Yes

permissions might want to search on a single owner’s document collection. The dynamic growth in the
number of data owners and data users on the cloud, as well as the ever-increasing amount of data stored
online and changes to access permissions, are issues to be tackled efficiently and in a secure manner. Most
existing searchable encryption schemes in the current literature assume that a user has search capabilities
over the entire document collection, and are hence not necessarily the most efficient solutions when adapted
to controlled-search scenarios. In particular, incorporating different access permissions for each document
within a single searchable index, and generating controlled-search trapdoors that restrict search capabilities
to a specific subset of documents in the collection, is non-trivial and challenging. Recent attempts in this
direction include the work of Cui et al. [10]. However, the definitions and constructions presented in [10] are
rather shallow and often do not conform to the standard norms of searchable encryption. Additionally, the
authors of [10] do not provide any security framework in which their construction may be proven to be secure;
nor do they present a clear description of the adversarial model assumed. Finally, their construction uses
trapdoors that are malleable - a feature can be exploited by an adversary to trivially break the data privacy
of the system. In this paper, we attempt to address these drawbacks by describing concrete cryptographic
primitives for controlled-access searchable encryption with a well-defined security framework.

1.3 Our Contributions

In this paper, we provide a novel, efficient and secure solution to the problem of controlled-access in search-
able encryption for data-sharing environments such the cloud. We introduce a new public-key searchable
encryption primitive known as the Key-Aggregate Searchable Encryption (KASE). KASE allows a data
owner to generate a controlled-search trapdoor that can restrict the search capabilities of a data user to a
specific subset of documents in the collection. The detailed contributions of the paper are as follows:

– We present the key aggregate searchable encryption (KASE) - a public-key searchable encryption sys-
tem for controlled-access environments. The KASE system involves three parties - a central system
owner who is in charge of setting up the system, a data owner who builds a searchable index for her
document collection and stores it on the server, and a data user who submits keywords to the system
owner and receives the corresponding trapdoor for performing the search. KASE assumes an honest
but curious server setting, which a popular model for modeling cloud environments [2, 3]. The salient
feature of KASE is its controlled-access trapdoor, which can be used by a user to search only over the
specific subset of documents she has access permissions to.

– We present separate data privacy and trapdoor privacy definitions for KASE. Our data privacy defini-
tions are based on computational indistinguishability and assume poly-time adaptive adversaries with
access to encryption and trapdoor oracles. Our trapdoor privacy definitions, on the other hand, are
based on statistical indistinguishability and assume computationally unbounded adversaries.

– We present a concrete construction for KASE that satisfies our security definitions while achieving the
desired controlled-search features. Our construction achieves searches in one communication round, and
requires a O(N) amount of work from the server, where N is the number of documents. In addition,



it requires O(1) storage on both the central system owner as well as the data users, and a O(N · ∆)
storage on the server, where ∆ is the total number of keywords in the document collection. Note that
this is competitive with some of the most efficient symmetric searchable encryption systems in liter-
ature [3, 1, 4, 2]. Finally and most importantly, the trapdoor overhead of our construction is constant
and independent of the size of the document subset it provides access to, which is asymptotically better
than any searchable encryption construction in the literature.

– We finally present some optimizations to our KASE construction that reduce the storage requirements
on the server even further to O(N ·∆avg), where ∆avg is the average number of keywords per document.
Note that this is optimal, and is competitive with the most efficient symmetric searchable encryption
construction in the literature [5]. It also reduces the search work of the server to linear only in the number
of documents that actually contain a keyword, which again is optimal. Additionally, the optimized
version of KASE is both efficient and scalable with respect to modifications to the underlying document
collection.

Table 1 compares our KASE constructions with the most efficient searchable encryption schemes in the
symmetric key setting. Quite evidently, our construction is competitive with all existing constructions, with
the added advantage of controlled-access trapdoors that have constant overhead.

2 Notations and Preliminaries

This section presents notations, preliminary definitions and background material on the cryptographic tools
used in the rest of the paper.

2.1 Notations Used

We write x
R←− χ to represent that an element x is sampled uniformly at random from a set X . The output

a of a deterministic algorithm A is denoted by x ← A and the output a′ of a randomized algorithm A′

is denoted by x′
R←− A′. We refer to λ ∈ N as the security parameter, and denote by exp(λ), poly(λ) and

negl(λ) any generic (unspecified) exponential function, polynomial function and negligible function in λ
respectively. Note that a function f : N→ N is said to be negligible in λ if for every positive polynomial p,
f(λ) < 1/p(λ) when λ is sufficiently large. We denote by Func(n,m) the space of all functions from {0, 1}n
to {0, 1}m. We denote by x1||x2 the concatenation of strings x1 and x2. Finally, for a, b ∈ Z such that a ≤ b,
we denote by [a, b] the set of integers lying between a and b (both inclusive).

2.2 Preliminary Definitions and Overview of Cryptographic Tools

Document Collection. Let ∆ = (w1, · · · , wk) be a dictionary of k =poly(λ) keywords, chosen from a
keyword spaceW and arranged lexicographically, whereW contains all strings of length n =poly(λ). Let 2∆

denote the space of all documents that contain words from ∆. Also, let ID be a document identifier space
containing all strings of length m =poly(λ). We denote by D a document collection (D1, · · · , DN ) ⊂ 2∆

such that N =poly(λ), where each document Dj for j ∈ [1, N ] is associated with a unique identifier idj ∈ ID
and contains at most L =poly(λ) many keywords. We denote by IDD the set of identities of all documents
in D and by ∆(D) the set of all keywords across all documents in D. Finally, for any set S ⊂ IDD, we
denote by δw,S(D) the lexicographically ordered list of document identifiers in S that contain the keyword
w.

Bilinear Maps. Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q, and let g be a generator
for G. A map e : G×G −→ GT is said to be bilinear has the following properties:

1. Bilinearity: e
(
ga, gb

)
= e (g, g)

ab
for all a, b ∈ Zq

2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1



A group G is said to be a bilinear group [11] if the group operations in G can be computed efficiently, and
there exists a corresponding group GT along with an efficiently computable bilinear map e : G×G −→ GT
as described above. In addition, there should exist an efficient algorithm GroupGen(1λ) that takes as input
the security parameter λ, and outputs the tuple (G,GT , e,H) such that G and GT are groups of prime
order q (q being a λ bit), and e : G×G −→ GT is a bilinear map as described above.

We note here that efficient instantiations of bilinear maps over elliptic curves have been studied widely
in the cryptographic literature. We now introduce a hardness assumption based on bilinear maps that we
use to prove the security of our proposed construction in this paper.

The Decision (S ,M)-BDHES Problem. Let S ⊂ Z and M ∈ Z \ (S + S ). Set α
R←− Zq and

b
R←− {0, 1}. Set Z0 ← e(g, g)α

M

and Z1
R←− GT . The decision (S ,M)-bilinear decision Diffie Hellman

exponent sum (BDHES) problem is as follows. Given

({gα
i

}i∈S , Zb)

guess b. The decision (S ,M)-BDHES assumption states that for any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
A, its advantage in solving the decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem is negligible in the security parameter λ.

The decision (S ,M)-BDHES assumption was introduced in [12] for proving the security of adaptively
secure broadcast encryption systems. While the BDHES Sum problem is not exactly a so-called standard
hard problem, it is narrower than the generalized BDH exponent assumption defined by Boneh et al. in [13]
and is fairly intuitive. For a more detailed discussion on the security of this assumption, refer Appendix B.

Min-Entropy. The min-entropy of a random variable Y is defined as H∞(Y ) = − log (maxyPr[Y = y]). A
random variable Y is said to be a k-source if H∞(Y ) ≥ k. A (T, k)-block-source is a random variable Y =
(Y1, · · · , YT ) where for each i ∈ [1, T ] and y1, · · · , yi−1, it holds that H∞(Yi|Y1 = y1, · · · , Yi−1 = yi−1) ≥ k.

Statistical Distance. The statistical distance between two random variables Y1 and Y2 over a finite
domain Ω is defined as SD(Y1, Y2) = 1

2

∑
ω∈Ω |Pr[Y1 = ω]− Pr[Y2 = ω]|. Two random variables Y1 and Y2

are statistically δ-close if their statistical distance SD(Y1, Y2) ≤ δ. Two distribution ensembles {Y1,λ} and
{Y2,λ} for λ ∈ N are said to be statistically indistinguishable if it holds that SD(Y1,λ, Y2,λ) = negl(λ). Finally,
two distribution ensembles {Y1,λ} and {Y2,λ} for λ ∈ N are said to be computationally indistinguishable if
for every probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A, it holds that:∣∣Pr[A

(
1λ, y1

)
]− Pr[A

(
1λ, y2

)
]
∣∣ = negl(λ)

where y1 ← Y1 and y2 ← Y2.

Universal Collection of Hash Functions. A collection H of functions H : X −→ Y is said to be

universal if for any x1, x2 ∈ X such that x1 6= x2, and any H R←− H , it holds that Pr[H(x1) = H(x2)] =
1/|Y|.

Lemma 2.1 (Leftover Hash Lemma for Block Sources)[14–17]. Let H be a universal collection of
hash functions, and let Y = (Y1, · · · , YT ) be an (T, k)-block source such that k ≥ log |Y|+2 log(1/ε)+Θ(1) for

any arbitrary positive constant ε.Then the ensemble distribution (H,H (Y1) , · · · ,H (YT )), where H R←−H ,

is statistically εT -close to the uniform distribution over H × (Y)
T

.

3 Our Proposition: Key-Aggregate Searchable Encryption

This section introduces the background and definitions for our proposed key-aggregate searchable encryption
(KASE). We assume that the data owner wishes to encrypt and store a searchable index for such a document
collection D = (D1, · · · , DN ), with identity space IDD, remotely on an honest-but-curious server (e.g. a



cloud server providing storage-as-a-service). The server has the ability to make searches on D using a
trapdoor and return the indexes of the documents containing the corresponding keyword. We also assume
that a controlled search scenario, where a user may be allowed to access and search over only a poly-
size subset S ⊂ IDD of document identities. Obviously, we have |S| ≤ N . Finally, we assume that the
whole searchable encryption system is hosted by a central agent, who is a trusted third party in charge of
generating the secret keys and trapdoors (the notion of such a trusted third party is common in several
public key encryption systems such as identity based encryption [11]).

Definition 3.1 (Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption(KASE)). A KASE system is an ensemble
of the following algorithms:

SetUp(1λ, ID, N): A randomized algorithm executed by the central agent. It takes as input the security pa-
rameter λ, the document identity space ID and the number of documents N in the collection to the
encrypted. It outputs a set of public parameters params.

KeyGen(params): A randomized algorithm executed by the central agent. It takes as input the public pa-
rameters params. It outputs a master secret key msk and a public key PK.

BuildIndex(PK,D): A randomized algorithm executed by the document collection owner. It takes as input
the public key PK and the document collection D. It outputs the the searchable index I to be stored on
the server.

GenTrpdr(msk,w,S): A randomized algorithm executed by the central agent. It takes as input the master
secret key msk, the keyword w and a poly-size subset S ⊂ IDD over which the keyword is to be searched.
It outputs the controlled-search trapdoor Tw,S .

Search(I,Tw,S ,S): A deterministic algorithm executed by the server. Takes as input the searchable index I
and the controlled-search trapdoor Tw,S along with the subset S of document identifiers. It outputs a list
L of lexicographically ordered document identifiers.

Correctness. A KASE system is said to be correct if for all λ, for all document collections D ⊂ 2∆ with

N documents over the identity space ID, for all subsets S ⊂ ID and for all params
R←−SetUp(1λ, ID, N),

(msk, PK)
R←−KeyGen(params), I

R←−BuildIndex(PK,D), Tw,S
R←−GenTrpdr(msk,w,S) and L←Search(I,Tw,S),

we have L = δw,S(D) (the lexicographically ordered list of identifiers in S corresponding to the documents
that contain the keyword w).

3.1 Security Definitions for KASE

This section presents the security definitions for key-aggregate searchable encryption scheme. We begin with
an informal description of the adversarial model and the security requirements, and then present the formal
definitions using indistinguishability based frameworks.

The Adversarial Model. The adversarial model for a key-aggregate searchable encryption scheme is
assumed to be as follows:

– The adversary has access to an encryption oracle, that is, it is able to create an encrypted searchable
index on any polynomial size document collection of its choice.

– The adversary has access to a trapdoor generation oracle, that is, it can submit keyword queries and
obtain trapdoors for the same over subsets of its choice.

– The adversary is able to search on any encrypted searchable index using the trapdoors generated by
the trapdoor oracle.

Based on whether an adversary is restricted to make all its trapdoor queries in a single pass or in multiple
passes based on the outcomes of the previous queries, it is classified as either non-adaptive or adaptive.
Quite evidently, the adaptive adversarial model is intuitively stronger and bears maximum resemblance to
real world scenarios.



Overview of the Security Requirements for KASE. Security definitions for searchable encryption
traditionally require that an adversary learns nothing beyond the access pattern, that is, the document
identifiers corresponding to a keyword search operation. Constructions with deterministically generated
trapdoors, especially on the symmetric setting, further assume that the search pattern is also leaked [2],
that is, the adversary is able to identify from two search outcomes if the same keyword has been queried for
in both of them. In our definitions for KASE, however, we consider randomized trapdoor generation and
hence, in the strongest security notion, the search pattern should not be considered as a trivial leakage.
Thus, informally, our security definitions for KASE are intended to guarantee the following:

1. Data Privacy: Given an encrypted searchable index I corresponding to a document collection D,
an adaptive adversary making at most polynomial number of queries to the encryption and trapdoor
oracles should learn nothing about D except for the search patterns corresponding to the trapdoors
generated by the oracle.

2. Trapdoor Privacy: Given a trapdoor Tw,S corresponding to some keyword w and a subset S ⊂ IDD,
an adaptive adversary making at most polynomial number of queries to the encryption and trapdoor
oracles should learn nothing about w.

Traditional security definitions for public-key searchable encryption such as the chosen keyword attack
framework introduced by Goh in [1] take into account the former requirement but not the latter. Indeed,
achieving trapdoor-private public-key searchable encryption schemes had been an open problem for quite
some time. We point out here that trapdoor privacy is easier to achieve in the symmetric key setting, where
the adversary does not have access to an encryption oracle. This is clearly reflected in the simplicity of
trapdoor privacy definitions presented in [3, 1, 4, 2], where the adversary is merely restricted from making
trapdoor queries corresponding to keywords that trivially distinguish the challenge document collection
pair. Such definitions are not analogously applicable in the context of public-key searchable encryption,
since an adversary could easily encrypt specially crafted document collections of its choice (different from
the challenge document collections), and trivially break trapdoor privacy by using the generated trapdoors
to run searches on these document collections. Stronger definitions are therefore necessary to guarantee
trapdoor privacy in the public key setting. The first such definition was put forth by Boneh, Raghunathan
and Segev in [9]. Their definition is based on statistical indistinguishability properties of the trapdoor. More
specifically, given a trapdoor Tw corresponding to a keyword w, an adversary with access to the encryption
oracle cannot distinguish with non-negligible advantage if w was generated from a statistical distribution
of its choice, or from a uniformly random distribution. This is, to date, the strongest trapdoor privacy
definition to be concretely realized in the context of public-key searchable encryption. Hence, we use the
notion of statistical indistinguishability when presenting the trapdoor privacy definitions for KASE.

Formal Security Definitions for KASE. Our next task is to present formal definitions that capture
the above security notions for KASE. We begin by introducing some auxiliary definitions:

Definition 3.2 (Search History). A search history is a tuple of the form H =
(
D, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
,

where D is a poly-size document collection and each tuple (wq,Sq) represents a trapdoor oracle query for a
keyword wq over a subset Sq of document identifiers.

Definition 3.3 (Access Pattern). Given a search history H =
(
D, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
, the access pattern

is defined as τ(H) = {δwq,Sq (D)}q∈[1,Q]. Note that the τ(H) can be easily deduced by running searches on an

encrypted index I
R←−BuildIndex(PK,D) using the collection of trapdoors {Twq,Sq

R←− GenTrpdr(msk,wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q].

We are now in a position to formally present the security definitions for KASE. The definitions for
data privacy and trapdoor privacy are presented separately. We assume adaptive adversaries that can issue
trapdoor queries in multiple passes, and can base subsequent queries upon the responses to previous queries.

Definition 3.4 (Adaptive Data Privacy of a KASE system). Let λ be the security parameter and
let A be a probabilistic poly-time (PPT) algorithm that receives λ, a document identifier space ID and a
number of documents N =poly(λ) as input. A plays the following game with a challenger:



SetUp Phase. The challenger generates params
R←−SetUp(1λ, ID, N) and (msk, PK)

R←−KeyGen(params).
It provides params and PK to A.

Trapdoor Query Phase-1. A adaptively issues trapdoor queries of the form (wq,Sq) for q ∈ [1, Q1] and

Sq ⊂ ID. The challenger responds to each query with Tq
R←−GenTrpdr(msk,wq,Sq).

Challenge Phase. A provides the challenger with two document collections D0 = (D1,0, · · · , DN,0) and
D1 = (D1,1, · · · , DN,1) subject to the restriction that:

τ
(
D0, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q1]

)
= τ

(
D1, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q1]

)
The challenger picks b

R←− {0, 1} and responds with I∗
R←−BuildIndex(PK,Db).

Trapdoor Query Phase-2. A continues to adaptively issue trapdoor queries of the form (wq,Sq) for q ∈
[Q1, Q], once again subject to the restriction that:

τ
(
D0, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
= τ

(
D1, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
The challenger responds as in Trapdoor Query Phase-1.

Guess Phase. A outputs a guess b′ for the random bit b chosen by the challenger.

We say that a KASE construction is adaptively data private if for all Q =poly(λ) and for all PPT
algorithms A,

|Pr [b′ = b]− Pr [b′ 6= b]| ≤ negl(λ)

Note that the condition τ
(
D0, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
= τ

(
D1, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
essentially models the fact that

the search pattern is a trivial leakage and is not a cryptographic vulnerability of any KASE system; indeed,
any searchable encryption scheme is expected to leak the search pattern. Consequently, the same should
not be used to distinguish the document collection in the data privacy game.

Next, we present the trapdoor privacy definitions for KASE. These definitions are natural extensions of
those presented in [9] and are presented here for completeness.

Definition 3.5 (Trapdoor Privacy of a KASE system). Let λ be the security parameter, and let T
and k be variables that can be computed as functions of λ. Let A be a computationally unbounded algorithm
that receives λ, a document identifier space ID, a number of documents N =poly(λ), T and k as input. A
plays the following game with a challenger:

SetUp Phase. The challenger generates params
R←−SetUp(1λ, ID, N) and (msk, PK)

R←−KeyGen(params).

It provides params and PK to A. The challenger also picks b
R←− {0, 1}.

Real-or-Random Queries. At any point, A may generate W = (W1, · · · ,WT ) and a poly-size subset
S ⊂ ID, such that W is a circuit description of a (T, k)-block source over the space W of all keywords,
and query the challenger with (W,S). The challenger does the following:

– If b = 0, it samples (w1, · · · , wT )
R←−W.

– If b = 1, it samples (w1, · · · , wT )
R←−WT .

The challenger responds with {Tt
R←−GenTrpdr(msk,wt,S)}t∈[1,T ].

Trapdoor Queries. At any point, A may issue a trapdoor query of the form (w,S) for a poly-size subset

S ⊂ ID. The challenger responds to each query with T
R←−GenTrpdr(msk,w,S).

Note that the both kinds of queries may be made by A at any time and do not necessarily follow any
specific order.



Guess Phase. A outputs a guess b′ for the random bit b chosen by the challenger.

We say that a KASE construction is statistically (T, k)-source trapdoor private if for all computationally
unbounded algorithms A that make at most polynomially many (T, k)-block source real-or-random queries
and at most polynomially many trapdoor queries,

|Pr [b′ = b]− Pr [b′ 6= b]| ≤ negl(λ)

Malleability of Trapdoors. We point out here that malleability of trapdoors leads to a straightforward
attack on the data privacy of a KASE system. Given trapdoor Tq in response to a query (wq,Sq) that does
not trivially distinguish the document collections D0 and D1, the adversary could exploit the malleability
property to create a new trapdoor T′q corresponding to a different query

(
w′q,S ′q

)
such that

τ
(
D0,

(
w′q,S ′q

))
6= τ

(
D1,

(
w′q,S ′q

))
This in turn trivially breaks the indistinguishability-based data privacy of the system.

Security Flaw in the Construction of [10]. The construction for controlled-search proposed in [10] by
Cui et al. uses trapdoors of the form T = KS ·H(w), where KS is the controlled-access term independent of
w and H is a hash function. Such a trapdoor is clearly malleable with respect to the keyword w, and can be
used by an adversary to break the data privacy of their construction. In addition, the trapdoor generation
process for the construction in [10] is deterministic, implying that their construction leaks the search pattern
in addition to the access pattern. Finally, the fact that the trapdoors are deterministic trivially rules out
the possibility of statistical trapdoor privacy.

4 Our Construction for Key-Aggregate Searchable Encryption

In this section, we propose a concrete construction for KASE. Recall that D refers to a document collection
(D1, · · · , DN ) ⊂ 2∆ such that N =poly(λ), where each document Dj for j ∈ [1, N ] is associated with a
unique identifier idj ∈ ID and contains at most L =poly(λ) many keywords. Also, IDD denotes the set
of identities of all documents in D and ∆(D) denotes the set of all keywords across all documents in D.
Finally, for any set S ⊂ ID, δw,S(D) denotes the lexicographically ordered list of document identifiers in
S ∩IDD that contain the keyword w. We also assume without loss of generality that the maximum size of a
document id-subset S for which a user requests a trapdoor is N , since N is the total number of documents
in the collection D.

Overview of Our Construction. We start by giving an informal overview of our KASE construction.
The construction has three main phases - system setup, searchable index creation and keyword search, as
described below.

1. System Setup. The central agent, who is a trusted third party, first sets up the KASE system by
generating the public parameters params depending on the security parameter λ, the document-identity
space ID, and the maximum number of documents N in a collection. This is followed by the generation
of the master secret key msk and the public key PK.

2. Searchable Index Creation. A data owner can use the public key PK to create an encrypted search-
able index I for her document collection D, and store it online on a remote server. The searchable index
I is implemented in our construction as a two-dimensional look-up table with the following properties:

– Each row of the look-up table I corresponds to a keyword, while each column corresponds to a
document in D.

– The row-index for a keyword wi ∈ W is computed by applying a collision-resistant hash function H1

on wi.



– The column-index for a document with identifier idj ∈ ID is similarly computed by applying a
second collision-resistant hash function H2 on idj .

– Each entry I[H1(wi)][H2(idj)] encrypts a simple yes/no message for whether the document Dj

contains the keyword w or not.

The purpose of storing the no entries is to prevent a trivial leakage of the frequency distribution of
different keywords from the server.

3. Keyword Search. A data user who wants to retrieve the documents that contain a keyword w submits
a request for the corresponding trapdoor to the central agent. KASE models a controlled-access scenario
where each user is allowed access to a specific subset S ⊂ ID of document identifiers. The central agent
enforces this access-control policy by providing the data user with the trapdoor Tw,S , which allows the
data user to search only for documents with identities in the set S. The data user submits this trapdoor
to the online server. The trapdoor Tw,S allows the server to:

– identify the row number H1(w) in I that corresponds to the keyword w
– to decrypt the entries in the row I[H1(w)][·] corresponding to the document identifiers in S and test

for yes/no

The server finally returns the list of document identifiers for which the table entries return yes upon
decryption.

Efficient Storage and Access of the Searchable Index. We point out here that although the look-up
table realizing the searchable index I is theoretically an exponential RAM, it only needs to store polynomially
many valid entries. Hence, it may be implemented as a sparse table using indirect addressing. Similar
implementations for efficient storage of sparse tables have been discussed in [2]. We briefly summarize the
indirect addressing mechanism here for completeness. The idea is to maintain a list L of tuples of the form
〈addr, val〉 corresponding to the valid entries in I, where the addr entry stores the row and column indices,
and the val entry stores the actual content. The original row and column indices thus essentially represent
virtual addresses in the table I, and a mapping to the actual address in the list L exists only for the virtual
addresses with valid entries. When a virtual address with a valid entry is looked-up, the system translates
it to the actual address to locate the matching tuple in L, and returns the corresponding val entry. On
the other hand, when a virtual address with an invalid entry is looked-up, the system fails to map it to an
actual address, and returns a random string.

Quite evidently, the virtual address space for the searchable index I in our KASE construction is∆×ID,
which is exponential in the security parameter λ. The actual address space, on the other hand, is ∆(D)×N ,
since I only needs to store one yes/no entry for each document-keyword pair in the document collection D.
Thus, using indirect addressing, I may be stored efficiently. In particular, the authors of [2] advocate the
use of a special data structure called an FKS dictionary [18] that allows such efficient storage and look-up
of sparse tables.

The Trapdoor Overhead. A major advantage of our construction is that the overhead for the trapdoor
Tw,S is independent of the size of the document collection D as well as the size of the subset S that it allows
access to. All prior searchable encryption schemes [3, 1, 4, 2, 5] have trapdoor overhead proportional to the
size of the document collection. The trapdoor Tw,S in our construction consists of exactly two components:

– The first component allows the server to locate the row index corresponding to the keyword w
– The second component allows the server to decrypt the yes/no entries in the corresponding row for all

the document identities in S.

Of these, achieving a constant overhead for the second component is non-trivial, since it requires aggregating
the access permissions to several document ids (polynomially many in our construction). The approach
used in prior constructions [2, 5] was to create a separate trapdoor component for each document id to be
searched. Our approach, on the other hand, is to multiplicatively combine the trapdoor components for each
document id in the subset S into a single component that can be used precisely the ids in S and nothing
else. To this end, we use the group structure underlying bilinear pairings.



4.1 The Detailed Construction

We now present the details of our first construction for KASE using bilinear maps. Let GroupGen(1λ)
be an algorithm that takes as input the security parameter λ, and outputs the tuple (G,GT , e,H) such
that G and GT are groups of prime order q (q being a λ bit prime greater than N), and e : G ×
G −→ GT is a bilinear map. Recall that W is the space of all keywords and ID is the space of all
document identifiers. We make use of the following collision-resistant hash functions in our construction:

• H :W −→ Gp for p ≥ 2λ+ωlog λ
log q . This hash function is used primarily for searchable index and trapdoor

generation.
• H1 : W −→ Zpq , again for p ≥ 2λ+ωlog λ

log q . This hash function used for the row-index of the searchable
index look-up table.

• H2 : ID −→ Zq. This hash function is used for the column index of the searchable index look-up table.

Thus instead of producing a single output, the trapdoors H and H1 produces p independent output com-
ponents. We can then take the product of these components to get a single value. While p = 1 suffices
for correctness and data privacy, a larger value of p as described above is required to guarantee trapdoor
privacy. We stress however that such a value of p is still O(1); for example, we could choose p = 3. We
introduce some notations here for ease of presentation:

– LetH(w) = (h1, · · · , hp). We use the notationH(w, y) to describe the yth component hy, where y ∈ [1, p].
– Similarly, for H1(w) =

(
h′1, · · · , h′p

)
, we use the notation H1(w, y) to describe h′y, where y ∈ [1, p].

System Setup: (Performed by the central agent)

SetUp(1λ, ID, N): Run (G,GT , e)
R←− GroupGen(12λ). Let G be a description of (G,GT , e). Pick g1, g2

R←− G

and α, β
R←− Zq. Set ĝ1 ← gβ1 and ĝ2 ← gβ2 . Set:

params←
(
G, {gα

j

1 , ĝα
j

1 }j∈[0,N ], {gα
j

2 , ĝα
j

2 }j∈{0,1}
)

Output params.

KeyGen(params): Pick γ, ν
R←− Zq. Set

msk ← (γ, ν)

PK ←
(
params, gγ2 , g

α·γ
2 , ĝν2 , ĝ

α·ν)
Output (msk, PK).

Searchable Index Creation: (Performed by the document collection owner)

BuildIndex(PK,D): Parse D to create ∆ (D). Initialize the searchable index I to empty. For each keyword
w in ∆ (D) and each document Dj ∈ D with identity idj , do the following:

(a) Let i← H2 (idj). Set :

c0 ← ĝ
(α−i)·t
2 , c1 ← gγ·t2

(b) Next, for y ∈ [1, p], set:

c2,y ← e
(
H(w, y), ĝ

(α−i)·ν
2

)t



(c) If Dj contains the keyword w, set c3 ← e
(
ĝα

N

1 , gα·γ2

)t
. Otherwise, set c3

R←− GT .

(d) Let T =
∏p
y=1H1 (w, y). Set I[T ][i]←

(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
.

Finally, output I.

Keyword Search: (Involves interaction between the central agent, the user and the remote server)

GenTrpdr(msk,w,S): Parse msk as (γ, ν) and S as (id1, · · · , idn) for some n ≤ N . Set:

ij ← H2 (idj) for j ∈ [1, n]

ij ← 2λ +H2({1}j) for j ∈ [n+ 1, N ]

Now, let PS(x) =
∏N
j=1(x− ij). Quite evidently, PS(x) =

∏N
j=1(x− ij) forms a unique signature polyno-

mial for the subset S, that is, for two different subsets S and S ′, we have PS(x) 6≡ PS′(x).

Next, choose (r1, · · · , rp)
R←− Zq and set:

T1 ←
p∏
y=1

H1(w, y)

T2 ←
(
g
γ·PS(α)
1

)
·
p∏
y=1

(H(w, y))
ν·ry

Clearly, the first component allows the server to locate the row index corresponding to the keyword w,
while the second component enforces controlled-search. This is exactly as discussed in the construction
overview. Output Tw,S = (T1, T2, r1, · · · , rp).

Note that since PS(x) has degree N , g
PS(α)
1 can be computed from the public parameters. Also, the fact

that the polynomial PS(x) is unique to the subset S ensures that the trapdoor for a subset S cannot be
used for searching over another subset S ′.

Search(I,Tw,S ,S): Parse Tw,S as (T1, T2, r1, · · · , rp). Construct the set {i1, · · · , iN} for the subset S as
described above. Initialize the list L to empty. For each idj ∈ S:

(a) Set i← H2(idj) and parse I[T1][i] as
(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
.

(b) Define P ?S(x) = xN+1 − (x− i) ·
∏N
j=1(x− ij) and set:

d0 ← e (T2, c0) , d1 ← e
(
ĝ
P?
S(α)

1 , c1

)
Once again, since P ?S(x) has degree at most N , ĝ

PS(α)
1 can be computed from the public parameters.

(c) If
(∏p

y=1 c
ry
2,y

)
· c3 = d0 · d1, add idj to L.

Output L.



Correctness. We check that if some document Dj contains w, then idj ∈ L:

d0 · d1 = e (T2, c0) · e
(
ĝ
P?
S(α)

1 , c1

)
= e

(
p∏
y=1

(H(w, y))
ν·ry , ĝ

(α−i)·t
2

)
· e
(
g
γ·PS(α)
1 , ĝ

(α−i)·t
2

)
· e
(
ĝ
αN+1−(α−i)·PS(α)
1 , gt·γ2

)
=

(
p∏
y=1

e
(
H(w, y), ĝ

(α−i)·ν·t
2

)ry)
· e (g1, ĝ2)

t·γ·(α−i)·PS(α)+t·γ·(αN+1−(α−i)·PS(α))

=

(
p∏
y=1

c
ry
2,y

)
· c3

Also, if a document Dj does not contain w, then the probability:

Pr

[(
p∏
y=1

c
ry
2,y

)
· c3 = d0 · d1

]
≤ negl(λ)

as c3 is any uniformly random element in G.

Data Privacy of Our Construction. We state the following theorem for the adaptive data privacy of
our first KASE construction:

Theorem 4.1 Our first KASE construction is adaptively data private under the decision (S ,M)-BDHES
assumption in the random oracle model.

The detailed proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix C. We provide a brief overview of the
proof technique here. The proof assumes the existence of a simulator algorithm B that receives as input an
instance of the decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem as input. The proof then shows that B can simulate the
role of the challenger in the adaptive data privacy game for our KASE construction with a PPT adversary
A. In particular, B simulates from its input instance the public parameters params, the public key PK,
and the responses to trapdoor oracle queries made by A. Eventually, A outputs two document collections
D0 and D1 that are not trivially distinguishable from the search patterns induced by A’s trapdoor queries.
Once again, B uses its input instance to create a valid encrypted searchable index for the collection Db,

where b
R←− {0, 1}, and provides it to A. Finally, B uses A’s response to propose a solution to its input

instance of the decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem. The proof argues that B’s advantage in solving the
decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem is precisely A’s advantage in winning the adaptive data privacy game for
KASE.

Trapdoor Privacy of Our Construction. We state the following theorem for the statistical trapdoor
privacy of our first KASE construction:

Theorem 4.2 Our first KASE construction is statistically trapdoor private in the random oracle model for
all keywords drawn from (T, k)-block sources, for any T = poly(λ) and k ≥ λ+ ω (log λ).

The detailed proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix D. We again present a brief overview of the
proof technique here. Let A be a computationally unbounded adversary that makes at most polynomially
many (T, k)-block source real-or-random queries and at most polynomially many trapdoor queries during the
trapdoor privacy game. We prove here thatA’s view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses
b = 0 is statistically indistinguishable from its view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses
b = 1. We first show that if the hash functions H : W −→ Gp and H1 : W −→ Zpq are modeled as random

oracles, then the choice of p ≥ 2λ+ωlog λ
log q ensures that the probability that each of these hash functions is

injective over the domain W is lower bounded by 1 − 2−ωlog λ. Since A is a computationally unbounded
adversary, we assume without loss of generality that it has full knowledge of the secret parameters α, β, as



well as the master secret key msk = (γ, ν), from the public parameters params and the public key PK.
Finally, we argue that a single-shot adversary A that makes only one real-or-random oracle query during
the trapdoor privacy game is polynomially equivalent to a multi-shot adversary A′ that makes polynomially
many such queries.

With the above assumptions in place, we formally define the view of the adversary A in the trapdoor
privacy game, and prove using the universal hash lemma to prove that A’s view of the trapdoor distribution
when the challenger chooses b = 0 is statistically indistinguishable from its view of the trapdoor distribution
when the challenger chooses b = 1.

5 Optimizing the Space Complexity for the Look-Up Table

In this section, we present some techniques for reducing the space complexity of the look-up table I. In
particular, we provide a technique that allows us to store only the encrypted yes entries corresponding to
matching keyword-document pairs, which is the most optimal storage possible for any searchable index. We
begin by introducing some definitions based on our first KASE construction.

Definition 5.1 (Valid Searchable Index Entry). A valid searchable index entry for our KASE con-
struction is a tuple

(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ G×G×GpT ×GT , for which there exists id ∈ ID, w ∈ W and

t ∈ Zq, such that for i = H2(id), we have:

c0 ← ĝ
(α−i)·t
2 , c1 ← gγ·t2

c2,y ← e
(
H(w, y), ĝ

(α−i)·ν
2

)t
for y ∈ [1, p]

c3 ← e
(
ĝα

N

1 , gα·γ2

)t
We denote by Vλ the space of all valid searchable index entries for our KASE construction, where λ is the
security parameter.

Definition 5.2 (Dummy Searchable Index Entry). A dummy searchable index entry for our KASE
construction is a tuple

(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ G × G × GpT × GT , for which there exists id ∈ ID and

t ∈ Zq, such that for i = H2(id), we have:

c0 ← ĝ
(α−i)·t
2 , c1 ← gγ·t2

c2,y
R←− GT for y ∈ [1, p]

c3
R←− GT

We denote by Vλ the space of all valid searchable index entries for our KASE construction, where λ is the
security parameter.

Let D be a PPT distinguisher takes as input a tuple
(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ G×G×GpT ×GT and outputs

0 (resp. 1) to indicate
(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ Vλ (resp. Vλ). We make the following claim.

Claim 5.1 For all PPT distinguishers D, we have:∣∣Pr
[
D
((
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ Vλ

)
= 0
]
− Pr

[
D
((
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ Vλ

)
= 0
]∣∣ ≤ negl(λ)

Proof. The proof follows via a simple hybrid argument that we present here informally. Consider a tuple(
c0, c1, {c2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
∈ Vλ, and substitute c2,1 by c′2,1

R←− GT . We claim that that a PPT distinguisher

D cannot distinguish the tuples
(
c0, c1, c2,1, {c2,y}y∈[2,p], c3

)
and

(
c0, c1, c

′
2,1{c2,y}y∈[2,p], c3

)
. To see this,

observe that c2,1 = e (H(w, 1), c0)
ν
. Also, since c′2,1 is uniformly random in GT , there must exist a ν′

such that c′2,1 = e (H(w, 1), c0)
ν′

. Also, each component of H(w) is ideally expected to be independent and



identically distributed (especially whenH is modeled as a random oracle); hence no information that D gains
from the other components c2,y for y ∈ [2, p] aids it in distinguishing c2,1 and c′2,1. Hence, distinguishing c2,1
from c′2,1 would require D to solve the discrete log problem and check the value of ν. Similar arguments suffice
to establish the indistinguishability of subsequent distributions, constructed by successively substituting c2,y

by c′2,y
R←− GT for y ∈ [2, p].

Finally, we substitute c3 by c′3
R←− GT . Let us assume thatD can distinguish the tuples

(
c0, c1, {c′2,y}y∈[1,p], c3

)
and

(
c0, c1, {c′2,y}y∈[1,p], c′3

)
with non-negligible advantage. Such a distinguisher D can actually be used to

construct another efficient algorithm that can solve an instance of the decision (S,M)-BDHES problem
with the same advantage (see the proof of Theorem 4.1) in Appendix C for more details). This completes
an informal proof of the claim.

An Efficient Implementation of the Look-Up Table. With the above discussion in place, we are now
ready to present our optimal strategy for storing the searchable index look-up table I. We advocate the
following simple changes to our original construction:

– For each keyword w and each document identifier id ∈ IDD, we store the entry I[H1(w)][H2(id)] if and
only if id ∈ δw,IDD

(D). In other words, we store only valid entries in the look-up table I.

– When the server looks up an address (i1, i2), we check if a valid entry corresponding to this address is
present in the table or not. If yes, return the valid entry to the server. Otherwise, we sample an invalid
entry from the space Vλ as defined above using the document column index i2, and return it to the
server.

Handling the look-up requests from the server and sampling the invalid entries can be done by an efficient
hardware engine that only has access to the public parameters and public key of the KASE system.

Performance Benefits. We note that the aforementioned strategy leads to a significant improvement in
the storage requirement of the look-up table I. While the space complexity in the original construction was
O (|∆ (D)| ·N), it now reduces to O (∆avg (D) ·N), where ∆avg (D) is the average number of keywords
per document in the document collection D. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most optimal space
complexity to be achieved by any searchable encryption scheme in the literature [5]. Also, since the look-up
table I now stores only the list of matching documents corresponding to each keyword, the work done by
the server while searching is also linear only in the number of matching documents. Thus, the server only
does an optimal amount of work per keyword search.

Security. It follows from Claim 5.1 that the data privacy of our original KASE construction is not weakened
as a result of the aforementioned modifications. The only possible leakage to the adversary could be the
number of entries per row and column of the look-up table. However, since both H1 and H2 are one-way
functions, the row and column indexes reveal no information about the underlying keywords and document
identifiers respectively.

Secure Updates to the Document Collection. We end by describing how the optimized KASE con-
struction also facilitates efficient and secure updates to the document collection. Suppose at some point of
time, the data owner wishes to augment the existing document collection D with a new set of documents
D . If the overall number of documents is less than or equal to the maximum limit N for which the system
is built, the update process simply augments the existing searchable index I with the valid entries corre-
sponding to each (keyword, document identifier) pair for the new set D . Note that this is sufficient since
the optimized KASE construction requires the searchable index to store only the yes entries.

We now focus on the scenario where an update to the document collection causes the overall number
of documents to exceed the limit N . A straightforward solution is to to spawn a new document collection
with the leftover documents beyond N and create a separate searchable index for the same. When a user



submits a keyword search request over a set of documents spanning across multiple document collections,
she must be issued separate trapdoors for each document collection. Assume without loss of generality that
each update adds a constant c number of documents to the collection. Then, after U such update events,
the expected number of searchable indexes in the system, as well as the expected number of trapdoors to
be issued per query, thus increases as O

(
c·U
N

)
. This is similar to the update-handling proposition in [3], and

is clearly not very scalable.
We propose a more efficient workaround to render the expected blow up in the number of searchable

indexes, as well as the trapdoor size, independent of the number of update events. First of all, we may
assume without loss of generality, that each new document added to the collection has a identifier different
from that of the existing documents. Given that the overall document identity space is exponentially large,
this seems a valid assumption. This leads to the following optimizations:

– We can do away with the need for multiple indexes by accommodating all newly added documents in
the existing searchable index.

– It is possible to create a single trapdoor spawning across multiple document collections, provided that
the document subset size does not exceed the limit N .

Thus if a user submits a keyword search request over a subset S, the number of trapdoors to be issued is

O
(
|S|
N

)
, which is independent of the number of updates to the document collection.

User Revocation. Cloud-based search applications often require efficient management of user access
privileges while preserving the data privacy of the underlying document collection. In particular, dynamic
revocation of a user’s access rights to one or more document collections is commonly a encountered scenario.
Once a user’s access rights to a document collection is revoked, she should no longer be able to issue/access
trapdoors for performing keyword searches over this collection. A straightforward way of achieving this is to
combine our KASE construction with a broadcast encryption system with efficient revocation capabilities
[13]. In particular, the trapdoor for the standalone KASE system may be combined with a secret key,
and broadcast to the target user group with appropriate access privileges. The data and trapdoor privacy
requirements for this augmented construction remains the same as the standalone version, that is, given
access to an encryption oracle and a trapdoor generation oracle, the adversary should learn nothing about
the underlying document collection except for the access pattern. The additional security guarantees related
to access privilege management and revocation follow from the security of the broadcast encryption system.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the key aggregate searchable encryption (KASE) - a public-key searchable
encryption system for controlled-access environments. The KASE system involves three parties - a central
system owner who is in charge of setting up the system, a data owner who builds a searchable index for
her document collection and stores it on the server, and a data user who submits keywords to the system
owner and receives the corresponding trapdoor for performing the search. KASE assumes an honest but
curious server setting, which a popular model for modeling cloud environments [2, 3]. The salient feature of
KASE is its controlled-access trapdoor, which can be used by a user to search only over the specific subset
of documents she has access permissions to. We formalized the security framework for KASE by providing
separate data and trapdoor privacy definitions. Our data privacy definitions are based on computational
indistinguishability and assume poly-time adaptive adversaries with access to encryption and trapdoor
oracles. Our trapdoor privacy definitions, on the other hand, are based on statistical indistinguishability
and assume computationally unbounded adversaries.

We presented a concrete construction for KASE that satisfies our security definitions while achieving the
desired controlled-search features. Our construction assumes that each document is associated with a unique
identity string, and allows generation of trapdoors that restrict a user’s search capabilities to a polynomial-
size subset of the document identity space. Our construction achieves searches in one communication round,
and requires a O(N) amount of work from the server, where N is the number of documents. In addition,
it requires O(1) storage on both the central system owner as well as the data users, and a O(N · ∆)



storage on the server, where ∆ is the total number of keywords in the document collection, which is
competitive with some of the most efficient symmetric searchable encryption systems in literature. Finally
and most importantly, the trapdoor overhead of our construction is constant and independent of the size of
the document subset it provides access to, which is asymptotically better than any searchable encryption
construction in the literature. We also presented some optimizations to our KASE construction that reduce
the storage requirements on the server even further to O(N · ∆avg), where ∆avg is the average number
of keywords per document. It also reduces the search work of the server to linear only in the number of
documents that actually contain a keyword. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most optimal storage
requirement and search complexity to be reported for any searchable encryption scheme in the literature.
KASE is also efficient and scalable with respect to data updates, making it ideal for use in dynamic cloud-
based search applications.
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A The Generic Bilinear Group Model

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q, such that there exists a bilinear map
e : G × G −→ GT . The generic bilinear group model [19] assumes that an adversary does not have direct
access to the actual group representations of elements or the group/pairing operations, and must interact
with a set of oracles for the same. The bilinear groups G and GT are represented by a random injective
function ξ : Zq × {0, 1} → {0, 1}n that maps pairs of elements from the additive group Zq and the index
space (0 for G and 1 for GT ) to random strings of sufficiently large length. Any algorithm in the generic
multilinear map model is said to interact with the map using the tuple of algorithms (Encode, Mult,
Pair) described below.

– Encode(x, i): Takes as input x ∈ Zq and i ∈ {0, 1}. Outputs ξ(x, i).

– Mult(ξ1, ξ2, �): Takes as input ξ1 = ξ(x1, i), ξ2 = ξ(x2, i) and an operation � ∈ {+,−}. Outputs
ξ(x1 � x2, i).

– Pair(ξ1, ξ2): Takes as input ξ1 = ξ(x1, 0) and ξ2 = ξ(x2, 0). Outputs ξ(x1.x2, 1).

The generic model is a useful tool to deduce lower bounds on the security of certain hardness assumptions,
assuming that the adversary cannot exploit vulnerabilities in the group element representations. However,
a lower bound on security in the generic model does not necessarily guarantee a lower bound on security in
a specific group instance. It is useful to the extent that it provides us some insight on whether a problem
is likely to be hard.

B On the Hardness of the Decision (S ,M)-BDHES Problem

We obtain a lower bound on the security of the decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem in the generic bilinear
group model. Consider an algorithm B that plays the following game with a PPT adversary A, both of
whom receive the security parameter λ as input:

SetUp Phase. B generates S ⊂ Z, M ∈ Z \ (S + S ) and α
R←− Zq. It then provides {gαi}i∈S to A.

Oracle Query Phase-1. A adaptively issues queries to (Encode, Mult, Pair).

Challenge Phase. B picks b
R←− {0, 1}. It sets Zb ← e(g, g)α

M

and Z1−b
R←− GT , and provides A with

(Z0, Z1).

Oracle Query Phase-2. A continues to adaptively issue queries to (Encode, Mult, Pair).

Guess Phase. A outputs a guess b′ for the random bit b chosen by the challenger.

As is the standard norm for generic group model proofs, we now assume that instead of choosing a random
value for α at the beginning of the game, B treats it as a formal variable and maintains a list of tuples
L = {(p, i, ε)}, where p is a polynomial in α, i ∈ {0, 1} is the group index and ε ∈ {0, 1}n for n sufficiently
large. The game now proceeds through the following stages:

1. B initializes the list with tuples of the form
(
αj , 0, ξj

)
for randomly generated ξj ∈ {0, 1}n, where j ∈ S .

Thus initially |L| = |S |.

2. A is allowed at most a polynomial number of (Encode,Mult,Pair) queries to which B responds as
follows:



– Encode(x, i): If x /∈ Zq or i /∈ {0, 1}, B returns ⊥. Otherwise, B looks for a tuple (px, i, ξ) ∈ L, where
px is a constant polynomial equal to x. If such a tuple exists, B returns ξ. Otherwise, B generates a
random ξ ∈ {0, 1}n. The tuple (px, i, ξ) is added to L and B responds with ξ.

– Mult(ξ0, ξ1, �): B searches in L for the pair of tuples (p0, i0, ξ0) and (p1, i1, ξ1). Unless both of them
exist, B returns ⊥. Also, if both tuples are available but i0 6= i1, B returns ⊥. Otherwise, B searches
in L for a tuple of the form (p, i, ξ), where p = p0 � p1 (for � ∈ {+,−}) and i = i0 = i1. If such a
tuple is found, B responds with ξ. If not, B generates a random ξ ∈ {0, 1}n, augments L by adding
the tuple (p, i, ξ) and returns ξ.

– Pair(ξ0, ξ1): B searches in L for the pair of tuples (p0, 0, ξ0) and (p1, 0, ξ1). Unless both of them exist,
B returns ⊥. Otherwise, B searches in L for a tuple of the form (p′, 1, ξ′), where p′ = p0.p1. If such a
tuple is found, B responds with ξ′. If not, B generates a random ξ′ ∈ {0, 1}n, augments L by adding
the tuple (p′, 1, ξ′) and returns ξ′.

3. B now adds the pair of tuples (Z0, 1, ξ
∗
0) and (Z1, 1, ξ

∗
1) to the list L, where ξ∗0 , ξ

∗
1

R←− {0, 1}n. It then
provides the challenge (ξ∗0 , ξ

∗
1) to A.

4. A may continue to adaptively issue a polynomial number of (Encode,Mult,Pair) queries. B responds
as in Phase-1.

5. Finally, A outputs a guess bit b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

At this point, B samples a random value from Zq for the formal variable α and a random bit b
R←− {0, 1}.

It instantiates each of the polynomials in the list L with the value for α. Further, it substitutes Zb with

αM and Z1−b with some random β
R←− Zq. We say that A wins the game if b = b′ or B fails to simulate the

(Encode,Mult,Pair) oracles successfully. Note that after instantiating the polynomials in the list L with
a random value for α, B will have failed to simulate the oracles perfectly if and only if there exists at least
one pair of tuples (p, i, ξ) and (p′, i′, ξ′) in L such that p 6≡ p′, i = i′, ξ 6= ξ′, and yet, p(α) = p′(α). We
refer to such an event as a false polynomial equality event Υ . Thus A wins the game if either b = b′ or an
instance of Υ occurs.

If an instance of Υ does not occur, B simulates the oracle in response to A’s queries perfectly. In this
case, from A’s view, b is independent of its own choice of b′, as b was chosen by B after the simulation was
over. Hence we have

Pr[b = b′ | Υ ] = 1/2

This in turn gives us the following relations:

Pr[b = b′] ≥ Pr[b = b′ | Υ ]Pr[Υ ] =
1− Pr[Υ ]

2

Pr[b = b′] ≤ Pr[b = b′ | Υ ]Pr[Υ ] + Pr[Υ ] =
1 + Pr[Υ ]

2

which leads to the following upper bound on the advantage of A:∣∣∣∣Pr[b = b′]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pr[Υ ]

2

It remains to bound the probability that a random choice of value for the formal variable α results in an
instance of Υ . Let d be the maximum value in S . Then, by construction, the degree of any polynomial in
L is upper bounded by 2d (the worst A could do is invoke the Pair oracle on the highest degree term).
Also, the number of polynomials in L is upper bounded by |S | + QE + QM + QP , where QE , QM and
QP are the maximum number of queries made by A to the Encode, Mult, and Pair oracles respectively.



Thus, by the Schwartz-Zippel lemma, the probability of a false polynomial equality event may be upper
bounded by (|S |+QE +QM +QP )

2
d/q. From this, it is straightforward to conclude that the advantage

of A may be upper bounded as (|S |+QE +QM +QP +QK)
2
d/2q. For |S | , QE , QM , QP polynomial in

the security parameter λ, this quantity is negligible provided that q = Ω(2λ.d). Thus, for the decision
BDHES assumption to hold, the group order must be a prime q that is at least Ω(2λ) times larger than the
maximum entry of the subset S .

C Proof of Theorem 4.1

Let d = 2λ/2 +N for N =poly(λ). Also, let q be a 2λ-bit prime. Quite evidently, q = Ω(2λ.d). An algorithm
B receives an instance of the decision (S ,M)-BDHES problem :

({gα
i

}i∈S , Z)

where

S = {0, 1}∪ [d+N, 2d+N−2]∪ [2d+2N, b5d/2c+b5N/2c−1]∪ [3d+3N, 3d+4N ]∪ [4d+4N, 5d+5N−3]

and Z is either e(g, g)M for M = 5d + 5N − 1 (in which case B should output 0) or a random element in
GT (in which case B should output 1). It interacts with a data-privacy adversary A as follows.

SetUp Phase. B picks a0, a1, a2, ν
R←− Zq and sets:

g1 ← ga1.α
4d+4N

, ĝ1 ← ga0.a1.α
3d+3N

, g2 ← ga2.α
d+N

, ĝ2 ← ga0.a2

Note that this is implicitly equivalent to setting β ← a0α
−d−N . Next, B picks a random polynomial

f(x)
R←− Zq[x] of degree d− 3 and formally sets γ ← f(α). Let G be a description of (G,GT , e). B sets:

params←
(
G, g, {gα

i

1 , ĝα
i

1 }i∈[0,N ], {gα
i

2 , ĝα
i

2 }i∈{0,1}
)

PK ← (gγ2 , g
α·γ
2 , ĝν2 , ĝ

α·ν
2 )

B provides params and PK to A. Note that B can set each of the aforementioned components for both
params and PK from its input instance. Since the choice of α, f(x), r and a0, a1, a2 are all uniformly
random, the distribution of params and PK are exactly as in the real world.

Trapdoor Query Phase-1. A adaptively issues trapdoor queries of the form (wq,Sq) for q ∈ [1, Q1] and

Sq ⊂ ID. Let PS(x) be as described in the construction. B samples (r1, · · · , rp)
R←− Zq and sets:

T1 ←
p∏
y=1

H1(w, y)

T2 ←
(
g
γ·PS(α)
1

)
·

(
p∏
y=1

Hry (w, y)

)ν

Note that since PS(x) has degree N , g
PS(α)
1 can be computed from the public parameters. B responds

with Tq = (T1, T2, r1, · · · , rp).

Challenge Phase. A provides B with two document collections D0 = (D1,0, · · · , DN,0) and D1 = (D1,1, · · · , DN,1)
subject to the restriction that:

τ
(
D0, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q1]

)
= τ

(
D1, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q1]

)
B picks b

R←− {0, 1}. For each keyword w in ∆ (Db) and each document Dj,b ∈ Db with identity idj,b, it
does the following:



(a) Let i← H2 (idj). B now picks a random polynomial t(x)
R←− Zq[x] of degree d+ 2N + 3 such that:

f(x)t(x) |d−2= 1

f(x)t(x) |j= 0 for j ∈ [d− 1, d+N − 1] ∪ [b3d/2c+ b3N/2c − 1, 2d+ 2N − 1]

(x− i)t(x) |j= 0 for j ∈ [1, d+N − 1]

where t(x) |j denotes the coefficient of xj in t(x). B also sets:

r(x)← xN+1f(x)t(x)− xd+N−1

(b) Next, it sets :

c∗0 ← ĝ
(α−i).t(α)
2 , c∗1 ← g

f(α).t(α)
2

(c) Next, for y ∈ [1, p], it sets:

c∗2,y ← e (H(w, y), cν0)

(d) If Dj,b contains the keyword w, it sets:

c∗3 ← Za0.a1.a2 .e (g1, ĝ2)
r(α)

otherwise it sets c∗3
R←− GT .

(e) Let T =
∏p
y=1H1 (w, y). B sets I∗[T ][i]←

(
c∗0, c

∗
1, {c∗2,j}j∈[1,p], c∗3

)
.

Finally, it responds with I∗.

Trapdoor Query Phase-2. A continues to adaptively issue trapdoor queries of the form (wq,Sq) for
q ∈ [Q1, Q], once again subject to the restriction that:

τ
(
D0, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
= τ

(
D1, {(wq,Sq)}q∈[1,Q]

)
B responds as in Trapdoor Query Phase-1.

Guess Phase. A outputs a guess b′ for the random bit b chosen by B. If b′ = b, B returns 0, else B returns
1.

Modeling the Hash Functions as Random Oracles. The hash functions in the above proof are
simulated by B as random oracles that A can query at any time. The simulation is as follows:

Simulating H: B maintains a list of tuples of the form (w, {gy}y∈[1,p]) called the H-table. The table is

initially empty. On receipt of a query H(w) for w ∈ {0, 1}λ, B first searches for a matching tuple entry
in the table. If found, it returns the second component of the corresponding entry. Otherwise, it samples(
{gy}y∈[1,p]

) R←− Gp, adds the tuple (w, {gy}y∈[1,p]) to the H-table and returns
(
{gy}y∈[1,p]

)
as response.

Since each gy is uniformly random in G, the response is random from A’s view as desired.

Simulating H1: B maintains a list of tuples of the form (w, {lj}j∈[1,p]) called the H1-table. The table is

initially empty. On receipt of a query H1(w) for w ∈ {0, 1}λ, B first searches for a matching tuple entry
in the table. If found, it returns the second component of the corresponding entry. Otherwise, it samples(
{ly}y∈[1,p]

) R←− Zpq , adds the tuple (w, {ly}y∈[1,p]) to the H1-table and returns
(
{ly}y∈[1,p]

)
as response.

Since each ly is uniformly random in Zq, the response is random from A’s view as desired.



Simulating H2: B maintains a list of tuples of the form (id, i) called the H2-table. The table is initially
empty. On receipt of a query H2(id) for id ∈ ID, B first searches for a matching tuple entry in the

table. If found, it returns the second component of the corresponding entry. Otherwise, it sets i
R←− Zq,

adds the tuple (id, i) to the H2-table and returns i as response. Since i is uniformly random in Zq, the
response is random from A’s view as desired.

Claim C.1 B can compute c∗0 in the Challenge Phase.

Proof. Observe that (x− i)t(x) is a polynomial of degree d+2N +4. Owing to the constraints on (x− i)t(x)

mentioned earlier and the fact that ĝ2 = ga0.a2 , B only requires the knowledge of gα
j

for j ∈ {0, 1} ∪ [d +
N, d+ 2N + 4], which is provided as part of its input instance. In particular, for d = q +N , d+ 2N + 4 is
certainly less than 2d+N − 2.

Claim C.2 B can compute c∗1 in the Challenge Phase.

Proof. Observe that f(x)t(x) is a polynomial of degree 2d+ 2N . Owing the constraints on t(x) mentioned

earlier and the fact that g2 = ga2α
d+N

, B only requires the knowledge of gα
j

for j ∈ [d+N, 2d+N − 2] ∪
[2d+ 2N, b5d/2c+ b5N/2c − 2] ∪ {3d+ 3N}, which is provided as part of its input instance.

Claim C.3 B can compute c∗3 in the Challenge Phase.

Proof. Observe that the B needs to compute Za0.a1.a2 .e(ĝα
N

1 , g
αf(α)t(α)−αd−1

2 ). Since xf(x)t(x) is a polyno-

mial of degree 2d+2N+1, given the constraints on f(x)t(x) mentioned earlier and the fact that g2 = ga2α
d+N

,

the only term in g
αf(α)t(α)
2 that B cannot compute from its input instance is the αd−1 term as it is not

provided with gα
2d+N−1

. However, the constraint that f(x)t(x) |d−2= 1 implies that xt(x) |d−1= 1, hence
this term cancels out and need not be computed.

Claim C.4 For Z = e(g, g)α
5d+5N−1

, A’s view of I∗ is exactly as in the real world and B’s simulation is
perfect.

Proof. Let γ = f(α) and t = t(α). Then we have:

c∗0 = ĝ
(α−i).t
2 , c∗1 = gγ.t2

c∗2,y = e (H(w, y), cν0) for y ∈ [1, p]

Further, for Z = e(g, g)α
5d+5N−1

, we have:

Za0.a1.a2 .e(g1, ĝ2)r(α) =
(
e(g, g)a0.a1.a2.α

5d+5N−1
)
.
(
e(g1, ĝ2)α

N+1.f(α)t(α)
)
.
(
e(g1, ĝ2)−α

d+N−1
)

=
(
e(g, g)a0.a1.a2.α

5d+5N−1
)
.
(
e(g1, ĝ2)α

N+1.f(α)t(α)
)
.
(
e(ga1.α

4d+4N

, ga0.a2)−α
d+N−1

)
= e(gα

N

1 , ĝγ.α2 )t

On the other hand, when Z is random in Zq, I∗ is uniformly random from A’s view point. From this, we
see that B’s advantage in deciding the (S,M)-BDHES instance is precisely A’s advantage in breaking the
adaptive data privacy of our KASE construction. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

D Proof of Theorem 4.2

LetA be a computationally unbounded adversary that makes at most polynomially many (T, k)-block source
real-or-random queries and at most polynomially many trapdoor queries during the trapdoor privacy game.
We prove here that A’s view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses b = 0 is statistically
indistinguishable from its view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses b = 1.



Injectivity of Hash Functions. As in the proof of data privacy, we assume here that the hash functions
H :W −→ Gp and H1 : H :W −→ Zpq are modeled as random oracles. Our choice of p ≥ 2λ+ωlog λ

log q ensures
that the probability that each of these has functions is injective over the domain W is lower bounded by

1− |W|
2

qp = 1−2−ωlog λ. Hence, we may assume in our forthcoming discussions that both these hash functions
are injective, and demonstrate under this assumption that A’s view of the trapdoor distribution when the
challenger chooses b = 0 is statistically indistinguishable from its view of the trapdoor distribution when
the challenger chooses b = 1.

Knowledge of Secret Parameters and Keys. Further, since A is a computationally unbounded adver-
sary, we assume without loss of generality that it has full knowledge of the secret parameters α, β, as well
as the master secret key msk = (γ, ν), from the public parameters params and the public key PK. Hence,
the queries to the trapdoor oracle may be simulated internally by A itself. Our aim is to show that for any
given (α, β, γ, ν), A’s view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses b = 0 is statistically
indistinguishable from its view of the trapdoor distribution when the challenger chooses b = 1.

Single-Shot and Multi-Shot Adversaries. Finally, we argue that a single-shot adversary A that makes
only one real-or-random oracle query during the trapdoor privacy game is polynomially equivalent to a
multi-shot adversary A′ that makes polynomially many such queries. A straightforward approach to prove
this is to construct a hybrid argument, where the hybrids are constructed such that only one of the adversary
A′ queries is answered by the real-or-random oracle depending on the challenger’s choice of b, while the rest
are forwarded to the trapdoor generation oracle, and are hence answered independent of b.

View of the Adversary. With the above assumptions in place, we are now in a position to formally define
the view of the adversary A in the trapdoor privacy game. Let W be a circuit description of a (T, k)-block
source over the space W of all keywords, such that A makes a real-or-random oracle query with (W,S)
for some S ⊂ ID. Recall that the trapdoor Tw,S for a keyword w and a a subset S is of the form (T1, T2),
where:

T1 ←
p∏
y=1

H1(w, y)

T2 ←
(
g
γ·PS(α)
1

)
·
p∏
y=1

(H(w, y))
ν·ry

Assuming that the adversary A has full knowledge of (α, β, γ, ν), it can easily strip away the component(
g
γ·PS(α)
1

)
of T2, as well as the power ν to which the product of the hash functions is raised. Hence, in light

of these facts, the adversary’s view in the trapdoor privacy game is defined as:

Viewb =

( p∏
y=1

H1(w1, y),

p∏
y=1

Hry (w1, y), r1,1, · · · , rp,1

)
· · · ,

 p∏
y=1

H1(wT , y),

p∏
j=1

Hrj (wT , y), r1,T , · · · , rp,T


where (w1, · · · , wT )

R←− W for b = 0 and (w1, · · · , wT )
R←− WT for b = 1, and ri,j

R←− Zq for i ∈ [1, p] and
j ∈ [1, T ].

Statistical Indistinguishability of the Adversary’s View. It remains to prove the statistical indis-
tinguishability of View0 and View1. Note that the collection of functions of the form

fr1,··· ,rp
(
(h1, · · · , hp) ,

(
h′1, · · · , h′p

))
=

(
p∏
y=1

h′y,

p∏
y=1

hryy , r1, · · · , rp

)
is universal. Assuming that W is a (T, k)-block source, and that H and H1 are modeled as injective hash
functions, we can directly apply Lemma 2.1 to argue that View0 is statistically indistinguishable from View1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.


